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Raspberry Pi hackers club 

High Altitude Balloon (HAB) field test #4 report. 
 

17 January and a different meeting. No flying today but a technology test and planning session at the 

Fairfield Boathouse. The crew for the day were Trevor, Harsh, Rohan, Andrew, Chris and Shan.  

 

 

The crew (l to r) – Trevor, Rohan, Harsh, Andrew and Shan. Chris is behind the camera. 

 

The goals for the day were: 

• Confirm the Bill of Materials. 

• Confirm contributions. 

• Discuss a proposed payload change. 

• Discuss the set up of the Chase Cars. 

• Discuss and decide launch sites. 

• Do some hands on testing of the RTL-SDR with BOM and reflashed radio sondes. 
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Sonde tracking – part 1 
As we arrived at Fairfield Boathouse while a BOM sonde was in flight we attempted to track the one that 

had been launched from Tullamarine that morning. We used a Pi4 Model B (4GB RAM) with the USB 

RTL-SDR to a hand-held vertical antenna. Auto-rx was set up as a service to run on Pi boot. To see the 

sonde info and to be able to send the telemetry to habhub a hotspot was set up on Rohan’s phone. The 

output was monitored via a Surface PC connected to the hotspot. 

We had to overcome a small challenge to begin with as the Pi was running headless and was not 

configured for the hotspot. Rohan overcame this by pulling the SD card out of the Pi and creating a 

wpa_supplicants.conf file on the Surface which was then copied to the Pi SD card. With the Pi 

rebooted and Surface connected to the hotspot we could see the auto-rx interface on the Pi and the 

tracker.sonde.org was reporting data from our callsign.  

Couple of learnings. Set up hotspot config on Pi before leaving home. VNC set up as well so if you need 

to get to the GUI it’s doable (though most things can be done through the command line if necessary). 

Bring extra cables such as USB-A to USB-C. 

 

Bill of Materials 
Starting with the Bill of Materials a robust conversation was held about what we need to add and what 

would be a self-incurred expense. Plus there were items that were raised that were volunteered to be 

provided. 

Previous decisions around using helium and the materials for the fill approach were confirmed. 

Decisions: 

• Furniture moving trolley is needed for moving the gas cannisters. Chris to provide. 

• Brickies line for the balloon payloads. Needs to have some knots put in it to weaken it to bring it 

under the CASA requirement for a <230N breaking point.  Added to Bill of Materials. 

• Trailer Hire. There was a differing positions on this one. The need for a trailer relates to carrying 

the helium cannister which are under pressure separately from the vehicles containing 

occupants. Besides cost there is the challenge of having to leave it somewhere secure at the 

launch site or take it on the chase (probably not preferred). Still pending final decision. 

• Fish scales for neck lift weight testing. Andrew needs to get a set for another project that he is 

working on and so is willing to lend the one he gets. 

• Lora Go USB receiver – agreed that we are going to need another ground station receiver and 

this would be in the Bill of Materials. 

• Have the materials for the ariel so just need to fabricate. No additional cost. 

• Car expenses such as petrol. Agreed self-funded, though any donations appreciated. 

• Agreed we would stay with one camera. Avoids extra cost and additional weight, complexity, 

power draw to the payload. 

We also weighted the current package and other components so we can get an idea of the balloon size 

we will need to purchase. At this stage the weights are: 

Item Weight (g) Cumlative (g) 
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Package (FlexTrak, pi zero, sensors, bateries, esky) 268 268 

Reflashed sonde 37 305 

Sonde batteies 54 359 

 

Contributions 
All present agreed to contribute at least $100 to the project getting us almost to our initial budget of 

$750.  

Trevor will put a broader call out the entire club for additional contributions. 

Chris has set up a thermometer on the HAB site for the fund raising progress https://melbourne-

rpi.com.au/hab/  

 

Payload update 
Trevor proposed that we replace the RAK wireless back up transmitter with the reflashed sonde. The 

rationale is that by using the reflashed sonde we can leverage all the infrastructure and software assets 

developed for Project Horus. With the Flextrak it will only be the chase cars that have the tracking. With 

the sonde the tracking solution will be more robust and decrease the chance that we lose track of the 

payload. 

It was observed that the sonde may interfere with other components in the payload and so the 

suggestion was to space out the components along the brickie’s line. Starting at the top it would be the 

balloon, parachute, reflashed sonde, payload. With at least 2-3 meters separating each component 

interference should be minimised. 

Chase Cars 
Trevor has already kitted out his car pretty well. The list to set up a car for auto-rx / horus tracking 

involves: 

• CR-77 antenna. 

• Magmount for top of car. 

• Cables from magmount to RTL-SDR. 

• Convertor from antenna cable SO-239 to SMA. 

• Pi – any model from a 2 onwards is being used in various people’s sets ups. 

• Power for the Pi – a powerbank. As running off the car may cause a Pi reset every time the car is 

turned on or off. 

• USB GPS to report the position of the chase car to tracker.sondehub.org. Trevor needed to tape 

his together as the cover came off the first time he hit the freeway. 

• A phone (or other device) that can generate a personal hotspot and is connected to the 

Internet, with power and a reasonable internet plan. 

• An android phone set up to monitor the FlexTrak. 

• Powerbank or charging option for the hotspot device. 

• A tablet or laptop to access the pi auto_rx and chasemapper sites and a fallback of monitoring 

the position of the package via tracker.sondehub.org. 

https://melbourne-rpi.com.au/hab/
https://melbourne-rpi.com.au/hab/
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• Power or charging option for tablet/laptop. 

Plus, on the day, sunscreen, sunglasses, drinks and snacks for driver and navigator. 

Andrew volunteered his car for Chase Car #2. There was discussion about having a third chase car and it 

was tentatively decided that Chris’ MX-5 or possibly Shan’s would be the third chase car. 

So the chase teams are: 

ID Call sign Driver Navigator 

1 TWC_chase Trevor Harsh 

2 AXB2035_chase Andrew Rohan 

3 Tbc Chris Shan 

 

Andrew to pick up 2xCR-77 and magmounts from Strictly HAM on Monday. If the MX-5 was not suitable 

(it’s a small convertible) then we’ll need to make a decision on going with only two chase cars. 

Discussion was held also on possibly using Greg’s van, though Greg would need to be consulted. 

Agreed that we need to practice recovery of some BOM sondes to get experience with the equipment 

before we try to chase our own package.   

Andrew to monitor the predicted landing sites for BOM sondes and send an update on Wednesday. 

Then final call made on Friday for chase. 

 

Launch sites 
A part of our CASA application we need to state where we are going to launch. Watching the BOM 

launches gives the indication that most balloons head in an easterly direction and with some of them 

being blown in a north direction as well. Balloons from the BOM launch site at Tullamarine heading 

directly north or even west are rare.  

From general observations over the last month many of the easterly launches end up in the forest/hills 

east of Melbourne. Accordingly, it was suggested that we investigate places north and westerly of 

Melbourne. This needs to be balanced with initial travel time and maximising launch window in the 

morning. 

Discussion was held and locations identified that may be suitable include Bendigo, Horsham and 

Castlemaine.  Andrew had created some initial code the day before to talk to the tawhiri api where we 

could plot launches and predicted paths (https://tawhiri.readthedocs.io/en/latest/code/tawhiri.html). 

Chis and Harsh suggested a road trip that they will investigate. Andrew is heading up to Bendigo on the 

Australia day weekend and so will have a look at some options in the area. 

https://tawhiri.readthedocs.io/en/latest/code/tawhiri.html
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Flight predictions for next 12 hours from Bendigo. Run 16 January 2021 at 05:03UTC. Fainter line indicates further into the future. 

Andrew to set up a script that will run on a regular basis and plot predictions so we can start getting a 

feel for the general landing areas from each of our sites. 

We decided that we would launch a simple package with only the reflashed sonde using one of the 

balloons that Mark provided. The date for that was aimed to be the weekend of 14/15 March 2021.  

The date took into account that we need to give CASA 28 days to assess the application. Andrew is 

aiming to have the paperwork complete by the end of January so that CASA have their time to complete 

their assessment. 

Andrew to set up a session for those interested in helping complete the paperwork including the risk 

assessment. 

 

Sonde tracking – part 2 
We tore down the Pi auto-rx set up to test the reflashed sonde from Mark. In this configuration the 

antenna and RTL-SDR is plugged into the Surface which then has the Airspy software to scan the 

different wavelengths.  
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Trouble shooting. Turned out to be user error. 

 

Reprogrammed sonde with new id and frequency. 

 

The sonde has been reprogrammed to be 434.200 Mhz. Once the sonde has been used and discarded by 

the BOM and is collected by a chaser it can’t be turned on again as only BOM has authorisation to 

transmit on 401.500/1 Mhz which is what they generally use. You can see Airspy dialed into the 

reflashed frequency below. 
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Airspy setup to receive the signal from the reflashed sonde. 

The signal from Airspy is then piped through a software cable (VB Cable) to the Horus-gui program that 

takes the signal, decodes it and then passes it on to the tracker.sondehub.org site. 

 

Horus GUI decoding the signal from the SDR 
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The reflashed sonde being reported to the tracker.habhub.org site. 

 

Couple of learnings in this case. Firstly, HIT THE PLAY BUTTON ON AIRSPY! Andrew couldn’t work out 

why he wasn’t seeing any signal and rebooted the machine, played with a bunch of settings and so forth. 

Then Rohan looked over his shoulder and asked “Have you hit the play button?”. Doh. To add insult to 

injury Andrew also forgot the start button on the Horus-GUI… in his defence this was only the second 

time using the set up and had not used the set up in a month or so. Once we got over these little hiccups 

the set up worked like a charm. 

Another small learning was better to use tracker.sondehub.org instead of tracker.habhub.org. For the 

latter, there are a limited number of calls to the Google Maps api for map tiles and when they run out 

the display goes grey as per the image above. As tracker.sondehub.org has less traffic on it, the Google 

api allocations for map tiles don’t run out as fast and so it will continue to look nicer, longer      . 

 

Next steps 
With the first launch planned in March the tempo of work moves up a bit. 

1. TW to push out a request for funding to the large group. 

2. Confirm submission of the applications to CASA for the test launch (using recovered sonde's that 

have been programmed). Plan out details of the launch. 

3. Trevor to update the HAB deck and present updates along with the team at the next meetup 

session. 

4. Everyone to suggest launch sites. Andrew to write code and start running simulations using 

tawhiri. 

5. Check with Mark on the size of the balloons required to launch the sonde (Reprogrammed 

ones). Can we use the balloons he's given us? 
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6. Confirm status of funding and order the parachutes + balloons 

7. Testing activity in approximately four weeks. We'll attempt to place different parts of the 

payload within the box, build the antenna, build the gas filling apparatus, and attach to the box, 

measure weights, etc. 

Next test/meetup will be early February when both chase cars are functioning to test their 

capabilities with the reflashed sonde and CASA paperwork is submitted. We may even have a 

response from CASA by then. 

 


